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 Marco Bonati (Software)Marco Bonati (Software)
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* While Peter Gray has acted as a consultant for the * While Peter Gray has acted as a consultant for the 
BTFI Project,  he is also our only currently available, BTFI Project,  he is also our only currently available, 
semisemi--independentindependent, opto, opto--mechanical reviewer.mechanical reviewer.



Presentation OverviewPresentation Overview

 Science Objectives (Claudia)Science Objectives (Claudia)
 Instrument Overview (Keith)Instrument Overview (Keith)
 Performance modeling (Bruno)Performance modeling (Bruno)
 Instrument Development (Keith)Instrument Development (Keith)

I.I. Optics, iBTF & FPsOptics, iBTF & FPs
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I.I. Optics, iBTF & FPsOptics, iBTF & FPs
II.II. OptoOpto--mechanical designmechanical design

 Mechanical Design (Rene)Mechanical Design (Rene)
 Detectors System & Instrument Control Detectors System & Instrument Control 

(Luiz/Keith)(Luiz/Keith)
 Software Systems (Giseli)Software Systems (Giseli)
 Management (Peter)Management (Peter)



BTFI HistoryBTFI History

 KickKick--off meeting on Dec 14/2006off meeting on Dec 14/2006

 Proposal sent to SOAR for a new instrumentProposal sent to SOAR for a new instrument

 Team core assembled between MarchTeam core assembled between March--July/2007 July/2007 

 FAPESP funding of Phase I (study) approved in June/2007FAPESP funding of Phase I (study) approved in June/2007

May/2007 May/2007 -- Optical design, first iteration (D. Jones) Optical design, first iteration (D. Jones) 
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 May/2007 May/2007 -- Optical design, first iteration (D. Jones) Optical design, first iteration (D. Jones) 

 Refinement of design is in progressRefinement of design is in progress

 Conceptual design on Sep 24Conceptual design on Sep 24

 New FAPESP funding is sought for phase II, i.e. for the New FAPESP funding is sought for phase II, i.e. for the 
construction phaseconstruction phase

 ThreeThree--year projectyear project



SAM+BTFI conceptSAM+BTFI concept
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Etalon SAM = Soar
Adaptive 
Module (GLAO)



Advantages of BTFI on SOARAdvantages of BTFI on SOAR
 What is different in this instrument? (cf: TAURUS etc)What is different in this instrument? (cf: TAURUS etc)

 It combines a Tunable Filter with a Fabry Perot (large It combines a Tunable Filter with a Fabry Perot (large 
range of resolutions, 5 < R < 40000)range of resolutions, 5 < R < 40000)

 Capability for correcting for seeing (PSF) and Capability for correcting for seeing (PSF) and 
transparency variations (the iBTF concept).transparency variations (the iBTF concept).

 Use in  SAM’s GLAOUse in  SAM’s GLAO--fed mode: fed mode: 
 GLAO corrected field: BTFI will be the first of such GLAO corrected field: BTFI will be the first of such 

instrument to work within a GLAOinstrument to work within a GLAO--corrected (3 x 3 corrected (3 x 3 
arcmin) field.arcmin) field.

 Excellent spatial resolution, not achieved with any other Excellent spatial resolution, not achieved with any other 
such instrument.such instrument.

 Optimal use of SOAR’s investment in high spatial Optimal use of SOAR’s investment in high spatial 
resolution.resolution.



SCIENCESCIENCE

BTFI is a very broadly capableBTFI is a very broadly capable
facility instrumentfacility instrumentfacility instrumentfacility instrument



Science ObjectivesScience Objectives

 FP observations FP observations -- kinematics of diffuse emissionkinematics of diffuse emission--line objectsline objects

 Tunable Filter ObservationsTunable Filter Observations
 Requirements SummaryRequirements Summary

 Type of data to be acquiredType of data to be acquired Type of data to be acquiredType of data to be acquired
 Wavelength RangeWavelength Range
 Spectral & Spatial ResolutionSpectral & Spatial Resolution
 Instrument efficienciesInstrument efficiencies
 Modes of operation Modes of operation 
 Instrument Status on SOARInstrument Status on SOAR

 Operation, Support & Maintenance Operation, Support & Maintenance 



FP highFP high--spectralspectral--resolution resolution 
mode mode -- Extragalactic projectsExtragalactic projects

 Galaxy interaction and merging to z~0.5Galaxy interaction and merging to z~0.5
 Evolution of galaxies at medium z (<0.2)Evolution of galaxies at medium z (<0.2) Evolution of galaxies at medium z (<0.2)Evolution of galaxies at medium z (<0.2)
 AGN physics at low and medium redshiftAGN physics at low and medium redshift
 Internal structure of galaxies, bars, nonInternal structure of galaxies, bars, non--circular motionscircular motions
 Dark matter distributions via kinematics of galaxiesDark matter distributions via kinematics of galaxies
 HII galaxiesHII galaxies
 Measuring the mass of black holes in the centers of Measuring the mass of black holes in the centers of 

galaxies from the kinematics of the gasgalaxies from the kinematics of the gas
 PNe in external galaxiesPNe in external galaxies



iBTF lowiBTF low--resolution moderesolution mode
extragalactic workextragalactic work

 Photometric redshifts: redshift estimates, star/galaxy Photometric redshifts: redshift estimates, star/galaxy 
classification, galaxy spectral typeclassification, galaxy spectral type

 PrePre--selection of objects for spectroscopic observationsselection of objects for spectroscopic observations

 Galaxy Evolution: metallicity gradient in nearby galaxies Galaxy Evolution: metallicity gradient in nearby galaxies 
through 2D maps of emission lines:through 2D maps of emission lines:
 [OII]3727A, H[OII]3727A, Hββ, [OIII]5007A, H, [OIII]5007A, Hαα, [NII]., [NII].

 Seyfert Galaxies, liners and AGNs, starSeyfert Galaxies, liners and AGNs, star--forming galaxies forming galaxies 
in groups and clustersin groups and clusters
 Ionization maps using 2D maps of emission  lines and 2D maps of Ionization maps using 2D maps of emission  lines and 2D maps of 

continuum.continuum.



FP highFP high--spectralspectral--resolution resolution 
mode mode –– Galactic/ISM projectsGalactic/ISM projects

Kinematics and evolution of planetary Kinematics and evolution of planetary 
nebulanebulanebulanebula
Physics and kinematics of HH objects and Physics and kinematics of HH objects and 

proplydsproplyds



iBTF lowiBTF low--spectralspectral--resolution resolution 
mode mode –– Galactic/ISM projectsGalactic/ISM projects

 Physics of planetary nebulaPhysics of planetary nebula

 Physics of NovaePhysics of Novae Physics of NovaePhysics of Novae



FP for ExtragalacticFP for Extragalactic projectsprojects

 Environmental EffectsEnvironmental Effects

* Galaxy Interactions and merging: Even for bright, z=0 * Galaxy Interactions and merging: Even for bright, z=0 
interacting/merging galaxies, presentinteracting/merging galaxies, present--day FP instruments day FP instruments 
do not yield good enough spatial resolutions for do not yield good enough spatial resolutions for 
disentangling the double or multiple components which are disentangling the double or multiple components which are 
do not yield good enough spatial resolutions for do not yield good enough spatial resolutions for 
disentangling the double or multiple components which are disentangling the double or multiple components which are 
often present in these systems.often present in these systems.

* At medium redshifts, the gain in spatial resolution will be * At medium redshifts, the gain in spatial resolution will be 
most important for deriving the kinematics of normal and most important for deriving the kinematics of normal and 
interacting galaxies.interacting galaxies.

* Kinematics of pairs, groups and clusters up to z=0.2* Kinematics of pairs, groups and clusters up to z=0.2
TullyTully--Fisher relation.    Fisher relation.    





HCG 31

Even @ low redshift 

controversy exists on the 
nature and the history of 
this system !

• Pre-merging phase or 
chance alignment ?

• How many components? 
How many galaxies ?

Color Ha velocity Field

(Amram et al. 2004)

White HI isovelocities

(Verdes Montenegro et al 2005)

• TDGs ?



z=0.30

4.4 kpc/ ’’

z=0.15 

2.6 kpc/" 

150 km/s

GIRAFFE/VLT, 
0.52 arcsec/pix

Seeing ~ 0.62”

Simulations
by Epinat et 
al. (2007): 
data cube 

z=0.45

5.7 kpc/ ’’

z=0.60

6.7 kpc/ ’’

-150 km/s

data cube 
transported to
increasingly
higher redshifts



**Tidal Dwarf Galaxies (TDGs)Tidal Dwarf Galaxies (TDGs)
-- Dwarf galaxies forming on tidal tails Dwarf galaxies forming on tidal tails 
-- Kinematics is the best way toKinematics is the best way to

study the nature of these objectsstudy the nature of these objects
 RCs of TDG candidates have been RCs of TDG candidates have been  RCs of TDG candidates have been RCs of TDG candidates have been 

measured in a few cases butmeasured in a few cases but
spatial resolution is a crucial issue spatial resolution is a crucial issue 
SAM + BTFI is much better adaptedSAM + BTFI is much better adapted
than IFU (px + FOV) for such studiesthan IFU (px + FOV) for such studies

Spectral resolution required: 30000Spectral resolution required: 30000--4000040000



Tidal dwarf galaxyTidal dwarf galaxy
candidates in candidates in 
Stephan’s Stephan’s quintetquintet

Typical amplitudes ofTypical amplitudes ofTypical amplitudes ofTypical amplitudes of
the velocity curves are the velocity curves are 
2020--40 km/s40 km/s

Blobs are very compact, Blobs are very compact, 
unresolved with a seeing of unresolved with a seeing of 
1 arcsec1 arcsec

Mendes de Oliveira Mendes de Oliveira 
et al. 2001et al. 2001



The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.

The centers of active galaxies
Study the nuclear activity of nearby galaxies to understand how mass is transferred from
galactic scales down to nuclear scales to feed the supermassive blackhole. Small scale disks in
the centers of AGNs have been found . We need to map the streaming 
motions of gas towards the nucleus, along dusty spiral arms, for a sizeable sample of galaxies.



HII Galaxies HII Galaxies 
* * Dwarf galaxies + sites of high SF Dwarf galaxies + sites of high SF –– motions of motions of 
GHII regions GHII regions –– high spatial resolution needed.high spatial resolution needed.

GMOS IFU
Telles et al. 2007



Galactic objects with FP Galactic objects with FP 
 Kinematics of Young Stellar ObjectsKinematics of Young Stellar Objects

-- Herbig Haro object and jetHerbig Haro object and jet
* Test the magneto* Test the magneto--centrifugal modelcentrifugal model

for rotating jet (Baccioti et al. 2002).for rotating jet (Baccioti et al. 2002).
SAM module + FP solve prb of IFUSAM module + FP solve prb of IFUSAM module + FP solve prb of IFUSAM module + FP solve prb of IFU
(FOV and resolution) competitive with(FOV and resolution) competitive with

HST.HST.
* Ionization diagram with emission line* Ionization diagram with emission line

-- ProPlyds kinematics ProPlyds kinematics –– Good use of a SAM’s Good use of a SAM’s 
fieldfield



HH 156 HH 156 –– HH158 HH158 -- GMOSGMOS

Large scale kinematic structures can be measured, 
in scales of several arcminutes, from emission lines.



 What are proplyds?What are proplyds?
 YSOs irradiated by external UV radiation: become visible, have YSOs irradiated by external UV radiation: become visible, have 

photoevaporated flows, irradiated jets, cometary shapephotoevaporated flows, irradiated jets, cometary shape

 They are mostly unresolved emission line objectsThey are mostly unresolved emission line objects

 Churchwell et al (1987) noted they are compact radio sourcesChurchwell et al (1987) noted they are compact radio sources

 OO´́Dell & Wen (1994), ODell & Wen (1994), O´́Dell & Wong (1996) Dell & Wong (1996)  found found dozens of dozens of 
proplyds with HSTproplyds with HST

 ~160 found near the Trapezium cluster, more being discovered in other ~160 found near the Trapezium cluster, more being discovered in other 
HII regions.HII regions.

 Models for: Models for: 

 Ionization Front Ionization Front (H(H, [O I], [N II], etc. emission):, [O I], [N II], etc. emission):
Photodissociation and photoionization models by Photodissociation and photoionization models by Johnstone et al. Johnstone et al. 
1998, Störzer & Hollenbach 1999, Henney & Arthur 1998) 1998, Störzer & Hollenbach 1999, Henney & Arthur 1998) 

 BowBow--shock (Hshock (H and [O III] emission):and [O III] emission): GarciaGarcia--Arredondo et al. Arredondo et al. 
(2001)(2001)

 Tail: difuse radiation, model by Richling & Yorke (2000) Tail: difuse radiation, model by Richling & Yorke (2000) --> however, > however, 
treatment of a difusion equation treatment of a difusion equation 





LV2 Proplyd GMOS LV2 Proplyd GMOS –– IFUIFU

Vasconcelos et al. 2005Vasconcelos et al. 2005

Resolution required: > 7500
High spatial resolution for study 
of the structure of the proplyd



Emission line profiles for Planetary 
Nebulae with WR central stars

PN central stars spectra generally exhibit a hydrogen rich 
absorption spectrum. 

A few of them (10%) exhibit however broad WR like emission lines, 
of carbon and helium. 

The former is a hydrogen burning shell object while the latter is 
believed to be in the  helium burning shell phase. 

These two types have different line profiles. FP observations at 
R=40000 can provice information on the shapes of the lines over the 
whole planetary nebulae surface, which will be a crucial constrain for 
the photoionization modeling of these objects (3D modelling).

R > = 40000 is needed



Comparison between spectral lines of PNG215.2-24.2 (IC418) (upper boxes) and three
PN with [WC] central stars (lower boxes, PNG4.9+4.9 (M1-25) – solid line, PNG6.8+4.1 
(M3-15)-dotted line, PNG285.4+1.5 (Pe1 -1) – dashed line). The lines of PN with [WC] 
central stars are much broader.

Need high spectral resolution R= 40000



Physics & Kinematics of PNe

- Kinematics gives information on the
hydrodynamics of PNe

- Interpretation of expansion velocities- Interpretation of expansion velocities
- Combination of 3D Photoionization + 

high spectral and angular resolution will
give us the 3D structure of PNe --> non
- sphericity effects ?



iBTF iBTF –– extragalactic work  extragalactic work  
 Photometric redshifts: reshift estimates, Photometric redshifts: reshift estimates, 

star/galaxy classification, galaxy spectral type.star/galaxy classification, galaxy spectral type.

Simulations have shown that a large number of narrower Simulations have shown that a large number of narrower 
bands, say 17 with 150bands, say 17 with 150--300Angstrons, perform better in 300Angstrons, perform better in 
classification and redshift estimation than only a few classification and redshift estimation than only a few 
bands (Wolf et al. 2001).bands (Wolf et al. 2001).bands (Wolf et al. 2001).bands (Wolf et al. 2001).

We would need a band before 4000 break We would need a band before 4000 break -- for nearby for nearby 
galaxies (pushes scientific requirements down to 3700 A) galaxies (pushes scientific requirements down to 3700 A) 

We would need to go We would need to go as red asas red as possiblepossible (for total (for total 
wavelength coverage). The atmospheric lines in the red wavelength coverage). The atmospheric lines in the red 
can be avoided.can be avoided.



iBTF iBTF –– extragalactic work  extragalactic work  

 PrePre--selection of objects for spectroscopic selection of objects for spectroscopic 
observations.observations.

Search for high-redshift QSO’s 

Search for Lyman break galaxies

search for any emission line object at a given redshift

etc,etc,etc



Tunable filterTunable filter

NGC 1068NGC 1068

Continuum H alpha

[OIII[OIII]/Hbeta
MetallicityMetallicity

gradients in nearby             gradients in nearby             
galaxiesgalaxies

Veilleux et al. 2003Veilleux et al. 2003

[OIII][OIII]/Hbeta



Spatial abundances variations Spatial abundances variations 
in HII galaxiesin HII galaxies

•• Check if there is a gradient of oxygen abundance in Check if there is a gradient of oxygen abundance in 
HII galaxies to test scenarios of interstellar medium HII galaxies to test scenarios of interstellar medium 
recycling.recycling.

•• Use iBTF centered on main emission lines such as Use iBTF centered on main emission lines such as 
Halpha, Hbeta, OIII, OII and NII. Need line  at 372.7 Halpha, Hbeta, OIII, OII and NII. Need line  at 372.7 
microns microns -- absolutely necessary for oxygen abundances absolutely necessary for oxygen abundances 
determinations. determinations. 

•• Sets science requirement to minimum lambda = 370 Sets science requirement to minimum lambda = 370 
microns.microns.



iBTF iBTF –– Galactic/ISM work  Galactic/ISM work  
 Measurement of temperatures and Measurement of temperatures and 

abundances abundances for Planetary Nebulaefor Planetary Nebulae

There are differences from values measured from different lines of hydrogen, helium, There are differences from values measured from different lines of hydrogen, helium, 
or forbidden lines . Ideally one can use the heavy elements recombination lines in PNor forbidden lines . Ideally one can use the heavy elements recombination lines in PN
spectrum for measurements but they are very weak, typically 1% of Hbeta. spectrum for measurements but they are very weak, typically 1% of Hbeta. 



* We require the data output be a datacube

* Wavelength range:

Science Requirements

3700 Angstrons 
(set by iBTF projects, e.g. oxigen abundances of galaxies and PNs,

photometric redshifts).          

to 9000 Angstrons 
(set by photometric redshift science project)



* Spectral resolution: R = 20 (photometric     
redshifts, object classification).
R = 40000 (shapes of lines in PNs, 
kinematics of TDGs)

* Spatial resolution: 0.24 arcsec (resolve * Spatial resolution: 0.24 arcsec (resolve 
TDG and HII galaxy knots, centers of 
galaxies and AGNs). 

* Instrument efficiency: we must be able to 
reach ~10-17 ergs/s/cm2/arcsec2 in a 2.5 
hour exposure, for a S/N=2 (int.over ~1”).



Modes of Operation

Order 1                     Order 0

iBTF                          complementary channel
iBTF                          FPiBTF                          FP
compl.                        FP
FP1+FP2                     compl.

Symultaneous observations with Fabry Perot and iBTF are possible!



Science RequirementsScience Requirements

20-Sep-07 1BTFI CoDR - 24 Sept 2007


